Rydberg-Klein-Rees potentials were ~sed for both electronic states., and exact vibrational eigenfunctions were obtained by direct numerical solution of the radial ·schrodinger. equation~ including ( vibration-ro~ation interaction. The electronic transition moment was assumed to be independent of internuclear distance. Overlap integrals derived in the same way for MOrse potentials fail to give even qualitative agreement.with experiment for lines with v">lO. Because of the rapid oscillation of the vibrational wavefunctions for h1gwV'• and v", a shift in the potential of only 0.002 A is found to alter appreciably the calculated intensity distribution; thus the agreement obtained provides a very severe test of the RKR potentials and.the.Franck-Condon principle. The radiative lifetime of the B state has also been calculated from the absolute intensity of a single line and the integrated intensity of the band system., and the results compare favorably with .dipec-t.--lifetime measurements.
iment. In large part this is aue to the difficulty of ob~aining ··reliable intensity data and the.labor involved in performing a "' realistic numerical calculation from theory. from 5000 A in the visible to about 13,000 K in the infra-red, . . ~e(r) = f 'W~(qe.,r) Me(qe,J:>) t~(qe,r) dqe (2) in which qe designates the electronic coordinates, te an electronic wavefunct1on, and ~ is that part of_ the electric dipole transition moment which depends only on the coordinates of the electronso . . No explicit evaluation of Eq. (2) has yet been made for a many-electron molecule. However,· it· appears reasonable to s~pposa that ~e(r) will be a slowly varying function of r over the small range of r in which the vibrational wavefunctions have appreciable value. By replacing ~e(r) in Eq. (2) by an average . I
vfuen dealing with each v~rational band as a whole it is
• I customary also to neglect the/ effects of rotation!"'Vibration interaction. Summation. over a.11 lines of the band leads to (4) · \there now the frequency v characterizes the band as a whole (it is usually taken as the band origin) and the wavefunctions are those for the rotationless (J = 0) vibrational states. 
integrand is singular at the.upper limit of integration.
is a quadratic f'ung·fion of I and x., Rees 9 hka sho\lm · I (6) and (7) can be e.xactly expressed in closed form.
But this restriction on the form·or E(I,K) is usually too severe ' .
to repl"'esent the ·energy levels 'over the whole range of the potential. Vanderslice and coworkers 10 have improved upon the Rees treatment by using a series of quadratics over the range of the potential so that a'best least squares choice of the 
where the ttt1o constan,ts were determined from the last RKR turning points r± for v" = ~a and 69. Finally the rotational contribution is addec;l to the non-rotating potential V(r) to give the effective radial potential U(r,J) 
' (11) where.~e have adopted 18 the values w~ = 127,35 cm-1 ,· roex~ = 0.76 cm-l and IDeY~ = -0.0033 cm~l for the vibrational parameters.
The rotational analysis, ·however,. which is summarize-a ·r~ . Table· III, is less satisfactory. Only the first two terms have been determined in the expansion of the rotational.constant ' "' -14- 21 Briefly, the one-dimensional results. 29 Figure 2 shows an example in which r~ has been adjus.ted, within the uncertainty indicated in Table III ., 
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-24- --·-a Negligible intensities for higher members of progJ:~ession.
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•,:l,,, .. Fig. 3) . In the absence of the requisite data 1 recourse must be had to analytic approxations, and it is reassur~ng to find that overlap integrals _computed from Morse potentials closely simulate the RKR results for' low vibrational quantu.'!l numbers. assu.'llption is a niatter of so111e ~portance since the sUJn rules .
I .
or ruolecular spectroscop!# !'rom;wh:Lch (among other consequences)
. radiative lifetimes are deduced, strictly obta:'l.n only tor a. ,.
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-~ It is not clear whethexo these results can be '.- generalized for many-electron_molecules.
llliken 35 ha·s suggested a reiatively rapid variation of'
.,·., ... 
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·where rv 'v")~ called the r-centroid, is a weighted value of r encountered 'in the v' ~ v'r transition, and is defined by (15) From Eq. used to determine the variation of Re(rv'v") with rv'vn from the relation "--.,..,
._using calculated values of the r-centroids and Franck-Condon factors involved in each transition.
The r-centroid method has been applied to many molecular •
•.
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APPENDIX
Radiative LTf'etime for I 2 Fluorescence
The raQiative lifetime of a rotational-vibrational level (v',J') of the upper state is defined as
v'J' where Av"J" is the probt;bility of spontaneous emission per 
provided that -certain vibrational and rotational sum rules of .molecular spectroscopy are applicaqle. 39 . Using the relative .
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